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- Karl Jensen

By Friday evening 17 July, 28 aircraft
had arrived at Nylstroom airfield for
the annual Nylstroom Vliegklub/EAA
Taildraggers fly-in. Our hosts
welcomed us to a beautifully
manicured airfield, fortunately
with no burnt grass as in
previous years. It was great
meeting up with friends of old
again and meeting new ones,
with much frosted neck oilers
being the order of
the evening,
coupled with
outstanding
quality braai packs, soups, salads, pap en sous, etc. There was
a lot of catching up until late around the braai fires. Many
visitors camped at the airfield, while the others retired to their
various hostelries to continue the festivities and maybe catch
forty winks.

Saturday saw the clear skies virtually darkened by the waves
of arriving aircraft. I understand that there were more than
600 movements, with 175 planes flying in, and when I walked
the flight line, I counted 117 parked planes. There were 2
gyrocopters, a brace of microlights, most of which departed
after only a brief stay, and one helicopter, Eugene Couzyn’s
Gazelle. If there was a prize for size, the biggest taildragger
was Menno Parsons, ex Rovos DC-3, which gleamed pristinely
with a new paint job. Menno’s Dak, as well as Heystek and
Michelle Pretorius’ An2, flew several sorties, giving local
youngsters an air experience. We were unable to arrange
candidates for our Young Eagles initiative due to the schools
having been shut for the previous 3 weeks for the holidays.
Well done to Menno and the Pretorius husband & wife pilots
for their generosity and planting the seeds of enthusiasm for
aviation and everything related to flying fun.
The safety officer for the weekend was Nigel Musgrave from
ASSA and the ATC was performed in the friendliest manner by
Tsepiso Makhubedu (T-Man) and Shaun Molentze from
Lanseria. The polite manner and approach by these 3
gentlemen, who were strict but accommodating, ensured an
incident-free weekend – well done, guys, and it would be
remiss not to thank all pilots who stuck to the rules! EAA
sponsored decent accommodation for the ATCs as our official
contribution to the event.
On Saturday evening the clubhouse and the adjacent
sheltered braai area was abuzz with activity and humanity,
with roaring fires to ward off the icy cold. Prizes were awarded
and presents given to many of the participants and organisers
with hearty applause from the crowd.
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The Nylstroom Vliegklub, headed by Richard
and Mariette Nicholson, is to be congratulated
on their fine organisation of this ever-expanding
annual event, and also to the many sponsors
and helpers who made the weekend so
enjoyable. If you are reading this and did not
take part in the weekend, sorry for you!
On Sunday morning, a gaggle of 322 members
(19 of them) stopped at Mongena Lodge on the
way home, where once again a fabulous
breakfast was enjoyed before floating home
after yet another wonderful fly-away weekend.
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- John Illsley, Chapter 322

Origins of the design

Why choose a Swift?

Nick Comper was an RAF officer who went on design a series
of light aircraft and set up the Comper Aircraft Company. Of
his designs (Kite, Mouse, Streak, Swift) only the CLA-7 Swift
(first flown in 1930) went into production and 34 were built
between 1930 and 1933 before the company went into
insolvency. By the standards of the time, this made the Swift
one of the more successful British light aircraft of the period,
keeping in mind that this was during the Great Depression.
Intended as a small sporting and racing aircraft, the Swift
made its mark in pre and post-war air races in Britain, but also
became associated with some long distance record-breaking
flights and attempts. By the end of this year, there will
probably be four original and two replica Swifts flying, spread
across the UK, Spain and Australia.

Even given my well known passion for vintage aircraft, this
may seem like an unusual choice of project. I have several
reasons for wanting to build and fly one of these. The design
and the unique radial engine have always appealed to me,
particularly when the airframe is completed with wheel spats,
as many of the air racing examples were in the 1930s through
to the 1950s. That is a entirely subjective reason and I don't
expect too many in the flying fraternity would agree with
my taste!

A second motivation was to try and undertake something that
would help to add another unique pre -WW2 type to the SA
register. As I have mentioned before, there is a dearth of
aircraft from SA's aviation heritage that have been preserved,
let alone kept flying in the country. I keep hoping (perhaps in
empty weight: 320 kg
vain) that by completing projects that fall into this category,
others with greater resources than I will follow the lead in
max weight: 480 kg
plugging gaps in important types that we have lost entirely.
cruise speed: 115 mph

The Swift is a small aircraft with a
wingspan of only 24 feet and an
overall length of just over 18 feet.
Most of the structure is of Spruce
with a few lengths of Ash in the
max speed: 130 mph
centre fuselage longerons. Although
stall speed: 45 mph
often described as being an ‘all
wooden’ airframe, it derives much of
its immense strength from the use of metal plates and
brackets at almost every point where significant structural
pieces of timber come together. These in turn are frequently
cross braced with metal rods. I have often half jokingly said
that Nick Comper obviously had little faith in glued wood for
load-bearing elements, because it is only in part of the rear
fuselage that there is a significant area of pure glued structure
evident. The use of hundreds of metal fittings is what makes
the aircraft so complex. Indeed there can be few aircraft from
that era of a comparable size that are this complicated. Of
course, it is yet another example of British over-engineering,
with all its pros and cons. One definite advantage of the
airframe design was that it lent itself to much development in
terms of engines with almost no changes to the airframe. The
prototype flew with a 40hp ABC Scorpion engine and Swifts
variants followed that used the 50hp Salmson; 75 (and later
90hp) Pobjoy engines and eventually a racing version that
used the 130hp DH Gipsy Major engine!
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The third reason is the inspiration provided by Victor Smith,
who in 1932 flew a Swift in an attempt on the England to Cape
Town speed record of Amy Mollison (nee Johnson).
Unfortunately he ran into high winds on the last leg, started to
run out of fuel and had to do a precautionary landing at night
near Van Rynsdorp by the light of a parachute flare! This is all
related in his wonderfully readable book ‘Open Cockpit Over
Africa’. My intention is to complete my Swift in the same
colour scheme as Smith's Swift. That well travelled example
was unfortunately lost on a subsequent northbound flight
when he abandoned the plane in the Western Sahara (where
some parts may still survive). Remarkably, the Swift which
Victor Smith used had already set a speed record from England
to Australia, flown by CA Butler in a little over nine days. This
Swift (registered G-ABRE) had been modified with the addition
of a second fuel tank (to give a range of 1,000 miles), further
instruments and navigation lights. With the weight pushed to
over the maximum AUW, Butler had to fly in carpet slippers!
His aircraft had flown over 22,000 miles by the time he sold it
to Smith who registered it as ZS-ABU. Given that my project
will in a sense be a reincarnation of the most well travelled of
Swifts, there may be potential for a short book on the plane
and its pilots – watch this space!

The search for a suitable example of a Pobjoy took a number
of years, even with the help of web sites and printed
publications. I traced several down in the UK, but inevitably
the cost in Rands made it prohibitive. One in France was
missing a few cylinders and the ones in Australia were all part
of current projects (for a Swift and a Short Scion). Eventually I
had a response from the USA that looked feasible. Several
Pobjoys were exported to the USA in the 1930s and were
utilised mainly in autogyros and in very small racing aircraft.
One of the latter designs was the Pobjoy Special and, when
commissioned to build a replica of this racer in the 1990s, Bill
Turner of Repeat Aircraft acquired two Pobjoys for the
purpose. (Those of you who have been to Oshkosh may have
seen this replica in the Whittman hangar at Pioneer Field).
His son offered me the spare engine at a reasonable price and
I shipped it to SA. Seemingly I am never destined to acquire
vintage aircraft engines that are complete and this one was
missing the magnetos; prop hub and exhaust ring.

How do you see in front of you?
I have never shown anybody a picture of a Swift without that
question being asked! Admittedly, it does seem as though a
pilot must be flying blind as far as the forward view is
concerned because the wing is mounted on a faired pylon
which is forward of the cockpit. However this tapers upwards
to a narrow point at the wing junction and although it forces
the pilot to look either side, it by no means blocks out the
entire view ahead. Furthermore, because the wing is about
eye level, there is almost no blind spot from that surface,
which is the case with most light aircraft, even today.
Finding an engine
The heart of any replica project is the correct engine and in
this case it is such a characteristic feature of the aircraft that
would be impossible to substitute with an alternative without
losing much of the charm of the original Swift. The engine is a
Pobjoy radial with either the original R-model (of 75hp) or the
later Niagara (90hp) being suitable for the Swift. The Pobjoy is
unusual in that it is a geared radial which means that the prop
shaft is offset from the crankcase, giving it a very distinctive
appearance as the gearbox dominates the front of the engine.
The engine was one of the earliest to achieve its torque
through high revs, although its 3,300rpm seems paltry by
comparison to today's Rotax engines. Nevertheless, the
Pobjoy was for many years the engine with the best power-toweight ratio in its category. The gearbox also imparts a unique
sound to the engine over and above that generated by seven
cylinders pounding away. Viewed alongside any of the radials
we are accustomed to in SA, the engine appears to be
positively tiny in dimensions. When reduced to components, it
is very evident that the workings are rather more delicate than
any of your Pratt and Whitney radials (Victor Smith described
the engine as having been made by Swiss watch makers).
Apart from an almost total absence of any original spares, this
small size does add somewhat to the challenge of rebuilding
the fiddly little engine.

Reproduction or replica?
In the world of replica vintage aircraft, there is much debate as
to what qualifies as a true replica, accurate in every last detail
and what constitutes a reproduction that approximates the
original in general appearance and being a full scale (as
opposed to 3/5 or 5/8 the size of the original) aircraft. The
American approach has more often than not fallen into the
latter category, for example often substituting welded
fuselage frames for wooden. This certainly speeds up building
time and provides for a more long lasting structure, generally
without the external appearance being compromised.
Being something of a purist, I wanted to stick closely to the
original design but with some pragmatism applied for certain
‘under the skin’ aspects. Apart from the correct engine the
project will also utilise period instruments, magneto switches
and a Sutton harness. In the airframe I have decided to make
one major deviation from the original design and that is in not
building the aircraft with folding wings. This was a feature
much beloved of British aircraft companies in the 1920s and
30s, but it adds considerably to the complexity of the Swift by
way of the folding mechanism, hinges and aileron controls.
Consequently I am going to dispense with wing folding which
will simplify construction and achieve some weight saving but
without detracting from the lines of the aircraft.
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Progress
Tracing or manufacturing all of the parts missing from the
Pobjoy engine has taken some years, but these are now
virtually all in hand. A meeting with Dr Roy Fox, an Australian
vintage aircraft collector at Oshkosh in 2008, led to him kindly
donating a prop hub and the exhaust collector pipes. Some
British Swift owners have donated a BTH magneto and
distributor rotor arms. I have also bought a spare oil pump
from Australia and a pair of BTH M-1 magnetos from the UK.
Simms couplings, the vernier couplings used on the magneto
drives are still being made and a pair of these was recently
bought from a company in England. Still missing are distributor
caps which will probably have to be made from a pattern or a
drawing.

there is anybody else in the EAA fraternity who wishes to build
a replica of one of the Swift variants, I am in a position to
assist with metal fittings. Seeing the components laid out on
the "nesting" drawings for each sheet of steel is a reminder of
the fact that there are several hundred fittings that have to be
built into the airframe and that this is no small undertaking.

The engine has been completely stripped down and although
in good condition, with no corrosion evident, it will be rebuilt
with new bearings, piston rings, valves and valve springs.
The small valves seem to have been a weak point of these
engines and so modern equivalents will be made using CNC
technology.

The way forward
The spruce needed to complete the project has just been
ordered from Aircraft Spruce (who else?) and will be shipped
shortly. With the Rand-Dollar exchange rate being what it is, I
have to be careful not to leave any invoices lying around lest I
be smitten by the wife for excessive outlay on this hobby!
I will probably complete the wings and tail surfaces first.
The rudder and fin (the only surfaces made from welded
tubular steel) can be made relatively easily and should provide
a morale boost – parts that at least look like they belong on
an aircraft!

All the wing ribs have been made up from spruce and birch
ply, using the Arthur Orde Hume type of jig which utilises
offset rotating wheels to lock the rib components in place
prior to gluing . A total of six jigs were needed for the various
full; three-quarter; wing taper and nose ribs that go into the
Swift wings. With all the rib components pre-cut, a type of
production cycle can be set up whereby, for each gluing
session, ribs are either being started in jigs or coming out of
the jig for attachment of the remaining gussets on the
opposite side of the rib.
After several years of having the original factory drawings for
metal fittings gradually converted into Autocad format, I was
able to take all of the digital format drawings to a company to
have the fittings cut out of 4130 steel using computercontrolled laser cutting machines. A company in Britain went
through the same exercise a decade ago and can offer a full
set of Comper Swift flat packs of all the metal fittings.
However, given the weakness of the Rand to the Pound
Sterling, this has never been an option for me and I went the
route of replicating all the parts locally. Apart from the huge
cost saving, it does mean that in the unlikely event that
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The approach to each major sub assembly will be to assemble
a kit of parts and then proceed into assembly. The way the
type was designed and manufactured originally lends itself to
this approach and even allows construction of sub assemblies
in a small work area. The fuselage, for example, consists of a
front, middle and rear fuselage, each of which can be built
independently.
All in all, there are years of fun ahead – as a fellow EAA 322
member commented on hearing about this project, "You don't
choose the simple ones, do you?"

Safety First Aviator Programme presented at the
EAA Chapter 322 July meeting - Gordon Dyne
More than 120 members and friends of EAA Chapter 322
gathered at the Dickie Fritz MOTH Hall in Dowerglen on the
evening of Wednesday 1 July for its monthly meeting. I doubt
if there is an EAA Chapter anywhere in the world which enjoys
such support month in month out. I put the support down to
Chairman Captain Karl Jensen’s magnetism. I unfortunately
missed the June meeting due to a stay in hospital for a knee
replacement and I felt deep pangs of guilt at being absent.
It was the first meeting I had missed in about eight years.
I have promised Karl it will not happen again!

attentive audience by Mark Swarts and Inisha Govender from
the CAA, Kevin Storie, the General Manager of the Aero Club
and finally Santjie White from Air Traffic Navigation Services
(ATNS). I have listened to this gripping talk twice now and
would suggest it is compulsory listening for any aviator.
There is a lot of food for thought.

After a suitable break for refreshments, the Chairman
continued with the agenda. Swindle, finance, auditorium,
membership, Teddy Build, EAA Margate Convention and the
forthcoming Nylstroom Taildraggers fly-in on 17-19 July.
Some 50-odd youngsters will have their first taste of flight at
Nylstroom in our 322 Young Eagles Programme organised by
Dr Mike Brown. Having flown many Young Eagles myself, I
As usual we were all greeted by Ann Ferreira’s infectious smile
know the pilots get as much pleasure from this initiative as do
as she dispensed delicious chicken pies from her hatch in the
the Young Eagles.
kitchen. Very welcome for we hungry people who had come
straight from work. A couple of ‘frosties’ from the bar
So ended another tremendous evening with members of EAA
complemented our ‘supper’ quite splendidly.
322.Thank you Chairman Captain Karl Jensen for your never
ending enthusiasm. You will never be allowed to retire for it is
At 19h00 sharp Chairman Jensen called the meeting to order
impossible for anyone to follow you. You are irreplaceable.
and members took their seats. As usual Karl’s wonderful
Powerpoint presentation had us all rocking in the aisles. I do
Please note the next meeting will be Wednesday 5 August
not know from where Karl finds these humorous YouTube clips when our guest speaker will be Rob Jonkers who is a Director
or similar, but they certainly lighten the proceedings,
of Aero Sud and the holder of SA National Precision Rally
particularly when the guest speakers are focusing on ‘Safety.’ Colours. Rob will talk on the recent Paris Airshow and the
Le Bourget Museum. Riveting stuff! See you there.
The Safety First Aviator Programme has been rolled out across
the whole country by the SA CAA and The Aero Club. The
For more information on EAA Chapter 322 please visit its
illustrated presentation was splendidly put across to the
website: www.eaa.org.za

07 - 10 August
Margate, Hibiscus Coast,
KZN
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VENUE
MARGATE AIRPORT, KZN
REGISTRATION
All participants, whether flying or driving, are encouraged
to register online before 06 August 2015.
You will receive an email with confirmation of the details.
FACILITIES
Landing fees and parking fees are waived for this event.
Fuel is available at Margate Airport. There are no ATM
facilities for cash withdraws at Margate Airport. All food
and bar services will be on a cash basis. Please plan
accordingly. Very limited camping facilities are available
in a demarcated area.
07 AUGUST 2015
TIME

ACTIVITY

12h00-

Fly in arrivals

17h30-

Casual optional braai
at Margate Flying Club / Cash bar
08 AUGUST 2015

TIME

ACTIVITY

All Day

Fly in arrivals

10h30-16h00

Food service available

12h00-17h00

Aircraft judging

12h15-16h45

Presentations

18h00-

Braai / Cash bar
09 AUGUST 2015

AIRCRAFT JUDGING
An aircraft judging competition will be undertaken on the
afternoon of Saturday 08 August. All aircraft must be
registered online before 06 August 2015 in order to be
included in the judging schedule.
Categories include:

Homebuilt Aircraft

Amateur Built

Kit Built

Vintage Aircraft

ANTIQUE

CLASSIC

CONTEMPORARY

CERTIFIED PRODUCTION

Warbirds

Ultralight

Light Sports Aircraft

Rotorcraft

pre 1945
1945 – 1955
1956 – 1967
1969 – 1990

TIME

ACTIVITY

07h30-14h00

Food service available

Presentations

08h30-11h15

Presentations

TOPIC

PRESENTER

10h00-13h00

Optional visit to Port St Johns. Details
available at the Convention

EAA Young Eagles

Mike Brown

Defending Your Medical

Mike Brown

14h00-16h00

AGM : EAA Members

Precision Flying

Rob Jonkers

18h30-22h30

Awards Dinner / Cash bar
Members &accompanying persons
@ R165.00pp. Non members &
accompanying persons @ R250.00 pp

Regulation Update : Project 24

Neil de Lange

Oshkosh Update

Jurie & Willie

Pelican 16

Horace Blok

AP Workshop

Kevin Hopper

Adventures of
the Airplane Factory

Andres & James
Pitman

AP Insurance Update

Paul Lastrucci

10 AUGUST 2015
Departures
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QUERIES
Please email rsvp@eaa.org.za should you have any
queries.

I trust you are all well and busy. My apologies
for not keeping in better touch, but work and
travel has kept us very busy this summer.
As a proud father, I wanted to send this out.
Our son, Allan, soloed yesterday. Big day for
him as not everyone gets their first solo in a
Boeing. A little less than 15 hours with a brave
instructor (Rick Cunningham) Several of us,
including Chad were out to celebrate.
Take care, and say hi to the gang.
- Ric Woldow

wonderfully relaxing couple of days.

Mount Marula Lodge
In May 2015, EAA 322 was hosted to a fly-in
breakfast by Tokkie Botes and his wife,
Marina, at their Bush Hideaway between Brits and
Thabazimbi.
At the time, Tokkie was constructing a tented camp
which was scheduled for occupation during July
this year.

Thank you, Tokkie, for allowing us to share your little piece of
heaven. I have no doubt that our members will be hounding
you for similar opportunities in the future.
Tokkie hosts a good gravel strip, 880 metres long at elevation
3185ft, and lies 65nm from FAGC. Contact 014 576 2522.
Fuel is available on request.
- Eugene Couzyn, Chapter 322

I fell in love with the concept and the development
thus far, and booked the first available weekend to
chill in the newly named Marula Lodge.
The weekend of 24th July was this weekend, and
with fellow EAAer Rodney Frowein and some
friends, we spent some great time relaxing in the
bush, eating, drinking and ‘making Mary’, as befits
any EAAer worth his wings.
The accommodation is comfortable, the food
excellent and the bush – the bush, totally unspoilt
as it should be.
Nine bottles of champagne and bottles of wine
later, we reluctantly made our way home, after a
Hi
We got it right this time!
See you at Nylstroom.
Cheers
Brian Stableford, Chapter 322

Ricardo De Bonis
with his new Wag Aero

Ed: The General, commenting on Ricardo De
Bonis’ new Wag Aero that flew for the first time
in July 2015. Congratulations and wishing you
many hours of safe and happy flying.
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This pics were taken at the 322 Teddy Build on
25 July. The wooden parts for the wings are
almost complete and the wing construction will
happen in the next month. Good progress!

Dylan van Wyk & Karl Jensen

Cheers
Karl Jensen, Chapter 322 Chairman

EAA Chapter 973
Krugersdorp breakfast at
Crosswinds 04 July
Regards Ian Wylde

1948 Ryan Navion ZU-ROB, R695,000
TT Airframe approx 7,500 hrs
Engine: TCM IO520BB approx 100 hrs SMOH
Propeller: McCauley 3 blade
Total restoration took 9.5 years to complete
Past award-winner at EAA Margate (Best Warbird & Best
Restoration)
JPI EDM700 Engine monitor
JPI FS450 Fuel flow monitor
2 x ICOM IC-A200 Radios + Audio Panel
KT76 Transponder with altitude (Mode C)
Panel docking for Garmin 196/296 GPS
2 x Sennheiser HME400 Silver Edition Headsets for front seats
100 US gallons fuel capacity
Rob Nilius 079 880 5320
CONTACT! Is the official newsletter of EAA of SA. This edition was compiled by Gus and edited with love and
kisses by Trixie Heron. All material is gratefully received from Chapters, members and non-members alike.
Remember that this is your newsletter, so please submit material as it happens to Gus (news@eaa.org.za) or
Trixie (editor@afskies.co.za).
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